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Flavour plays crucial role in consumers’ acceptance of food. Compounds responsible for aroma of
food products are present in a mixture of often hundreds and more volatiles, varying in their
chemical character, concentration and odour thresholds. They usually interact with food matrix
constituents, and technological processes and storage influence their profile and amounts.
Moreover, analytical instruments have to compete with human nose in terms of detection limits of
key food odorants.
Analysis of food flavor compounds combines several main areas: i) determination of key odorants
and tastants, ii) real‐time analysis of aroma compounds during mastication or tissue disruption, iii)
use of volatile compounds profiles (usually with and aid of chemometric methods) to monitor
changes in products and to determine their authenticity or traceability, iv) investigation of bound
flavor compounds, that are released during flavor formation or can be released for flavor
improvement.
In the lecture tools and techniques involved in the mentioned above analytical areas will be
summarized with examples. Challenges in sampling for flavor compounds will be discussed. Special
emphasis will be put on sensory‐oriented determination of crucial key odorants in food products
using gas chromatography (GC‐O) and issues related to their quantitation. Also benefits of
comprehensive gas chromatography (GCxGC) and advances in mass spectrometry in resolving
complex mixtures of flavor compounds will be discussed. Various methods involving volatile/flavor
compounds profiling and their application in the oil rancidity and authenticity testing will be
presented. Finally, potential of the bound flavor compounds and methods used for their analysis will
be discussed based on wine terpenes examples.
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